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Sentence pronounced   :-25-04-19 

JUDGMENT 

Prosecution Case 

1. Prosecution case in brief is that on 20-04-18 one Adhar Roy lodged 

written ejahar before O/C Chapar PS inter alia citing that on 19-04-18 at about 

12.00 pm, his accused son Pitambar Roy made demand of money from his wife 

Monila Roy and when his wife Monila Roy refused to give demanded money by 

his accused son Pitambar, accused Pitambar Roy assaulted his wife with a piece 

of wooden plank and grievously injured his wife. Villagers seeing accused 

Pitambar Roy beating his wife and a dao in the hand of accused Pitambar Roy, 

held him and handed over him to the police of Chapar PS.  

Investigation 

2.  On receipt of ejahar from informant Adhar Roy, Officer-in-charge of 

Chapar police station, registered a police case vide Chapar police case No. 

127/18 under section 354/307 I.P.C. and after completion of investigation, IO 

submitted charge sheet against the accused Pitambar Roy u/s 354/307 I.P.C.    

Committal 

3. On receipt of the charge sheet, Ld. SDJM(M), Bilasipara took cognizance 

and after furnishing necessary copies to accused person committed the case 

before this court for trial. 

Charge 

4. Accused is in jail and as he is not represented by counsel, legal aid 

counsel Mr. R. Dasgupta is appointed as defence counsel for the UTP Pitambar 

Roy. After hearing ld. counsel for both sides and perusal of material on record 

charge u/s 325/307 IPC is framed against the accused Pitambar Roy and when 

charges are read over and explained to the accused person, he pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried. 

Trial 

5. In order to prove the prosecution charges against the present accused 

persons, prosecution adduce evidence of all together 9 number of witnesses 

and exhibited 5 numbers of documents. PW-1 Adhar Roy, PW-2 Monila Roy 

(Injured), PW-3 Rina Roy, PW-4 Jotila Adhikary, PW-5 Ratan Roy, PW-6 

Manoranjan Roy, PW-7 Satyajit Thakuria, PW-8 SI Suresh Sarma (I.O) and PW-
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9 Dr. Amarendra Goswami ( M.O). Ext-1 Ejahar, Ext-2 Seizure list, Ext-3 Sketch 

Map, Ext-4 Charge sheet and Ext-5 Medical report. After closure of the 

prosecution evidence, statement of the accused is recorded u/s 313 Cr.P.C. 

Accused plea is total denial, however declined to adduced evidence in support 

of the plea of denial.  

 

6.                              POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

i. Whether accused on 19-04-18 at about 12.00 Noon at village 

Choibari Hindupara under Chapar PS, voluntarily caused 

grievous hurt to his mother Monila Roy by a wooden plank? 

ii. Whether accused on 19-04-18 at about 12.00 Noon at village 

Choibari Hindupara under Chapar PS, voluntarily caused 

grievous hurt to his mother Monila Roy by a wooden plank 

(battam) with such intention or knowledge and under 

circumstances that by that act accused had caused death of his 

mother Monila Roy? 

ARGUMENT 

7. Ld. Addl. P.P submitted prosecution by adducing evidence of injured, 

informant of the case well establishes the prosecution charge against the 

accused. He further submitted all the other PWs who are independent witness 

supported the prosecution case against the accused and corroborated the 

testimony of injured and informant of the case and there is nothing comes 

during the cross of PWs to disbelief their piece of evidence.  

8. Ld. defence counsel contended that prosecution totally failed to bring 

home the charge of section 307 IPC and injury report does not show that injury 

sustained by the injured is dangerous to life or was fatal in nature and the most 

vital ingredients, the intention to cause death of the injured not at all comes to 

play and the evidence on record does not at all attract ingredients of section 

307 IPC.  

PROSECUTION EVIDENCE 

9. PW-1 Adhar Roy is the informant of the case. He deposed Monila Ray is 

his wife and accused Pitambar Roy is his son.  He deposed incident was took 

place about 3 months back at about 12.30 -01.00 pm and at that time he was 

not present at his home. His accused son Pitambar Ray used to demand money 

from them and on the date of incident his accused son demanded money from 

his wife Monila Roy and when his wife Monila Roy refused to give him money, 
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accused Pitambar Ray assaulted his wife with a wooden batam on her right 

hand and on her shoulder as a result her right hand was fractured. Coming to 

know about the incident he returned back to home and took his wife to the 

Chapar hospital in Ambulance for treatment. He deposed after commission of 

the incident, hearing hue and cry of his wife nearby people came to his house 

and held up his accused son and handed over his accused son to the police and 

thereafter he lodged ejahar vide Ext-1. He deposed his wife undergone 

operation and one plate is inserted at Bongaigaon Civil Hospital. He further 

deposed for last 8-9 years, his accused son Pitambar has been assaulting them 

in demand of money. In cross he stated he has two sons and one daughter, 

his daughter got married and his accused son too got married and have two 

children and aged about 9 years and 7 years old. He stated accused Pitambar 

live separately from him having separate compound. He stated his family is 

consists of himself, his wife and his unmarried son. He stated on the date of 

incident, he went to Chapar and one Pradip of their village informed him about 

the incident. He stated Pranjit Thakuria and Rani is his neighbour. He stated he 

had accompanied his injured wife to the hospital and he called Ambulance from 

others mobile. As his accused son quarrel with them, so, he separated his 

accused son after his marriage. He stated he reached home within 40 minutes 

from receiving the information of incident and after reaching home he did not 

see accused Pitambar at his house. He stated ejahar was written by another 

person, but he can’t recollect his name. While writer was writing ejahar, he told 

incident to the writer and 2 – 3 other villager also narrated the incident to the 

writer. He stated his accused son earlier also demanded money and he used to 

give his accused son cash amount, crops to  his accused son and his family 

being he is his father.   

10. PW-2 Monila Roy is injured of the case and she deposed informant is 

her husband and accused is her son. She deposed her accused son has a habit 

of quarrelling with them and her accused son often demanded money. She 

deposed about 3 months back, her accused son came to their house and 

demanded money and when she refused to pay the same, her accused son 

gave batam blow on her right hand and on the back side, as a result of assault 

on her back, she fell down and hearing her cries, nearby people came to her 

house. She deposed at the time of incident her husband was not at home. She 

had taken treatment at Chapar hospital and Bongaigaon Civil Hospital. At 

Bongaigaon Civil hospital surgery was done and plate was inserted and she is 
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still undergoing treatment for her fracture hand at Bongaigaon Civil Hospital. 

She deposed her accused son Pitambar constantly harasses them and this time, 

not finding any other alternative, they took help of police. In cross she stated 

she did not give medical papers of her treatment taking at Bongaigaon Civil 

hospital but she has brought the same before the court.  She stated she was 

present alone at home at the time of incident and her accused son quarreled 

with her. She stated when accused gave batam blow on her right hand and 

back, she fell down on the right side. She stated she became senseless after 

falling on the ground and regain her sense at hospital when doctors giving her 

treatment and after regaining her sense at the hospital, she found her sister 

Sharmila Singha, her son Jyotish and her husband and at that time she could 

speak and she exchange words with them and narrated incident to her sister 

Sharmila Singha, her son Jyotish and her husband. She denied her accused son 

did not give wooden batam blow on her right hand; during scuffle she fell down 

and sustained injury; her right hand was fractured as she fell down on the right 

side; she differentiated her three children and like and prefer other 2 children 

more than her accused son and therefore lodged this case. 

11. PW-3 Rina Roy deposed she knows informant Adhar Roy, Monila Roy 

and accused Pitambar. Accused is son of the informant and injured and her 

house is situated near the house of informant. She deposed on the day of 

incident, she had seen accused Pitambar assaulting his mother with a wooden 

piece and injured was taken to the hospital for treatment. She came to know 

that as a result of assault by the accused on injured, she suffered fractured 

injury on her hand.  She further deposed she heard that Pitambar was held by 

village people. In cross she stated her house is at a little distance from the 

house of informant and she had witness the incident and she visited the house 

of one of her neighbor.  She stated in the house of accused Pitambar his 

parents, brother live and accused Pitambar living separately from his parents. 

She stated at the time of incident hue and cry took place and witnessing the 

incident, she and her daughter made hue and cry. Thereafter other villagers 

also came hearing hue and cry. She stated house of Pitambar and house of 

parents of Pitambar bounded by bamboo fencing. She stated accused Pitambar 

assaulted his mother with a wooden plank however; she did not pay notice at 

what direction both are standing. She stated Pankaj Roy is the brother of 

accused Pitambar and at the time of incident Pankaj was not present at his 

house. She denied accused Pitambar did not assault his mother and caused 

fracture injury on Monila Roy; she did not witness the incident of assault; she 

did not rushed to the place of occurrence hearing hue and cry. 
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12. PW-4 Jotila Adhikary deposed she knows informant Adhar Roy, injured 

Monila Roy and accused Pitambar Roy and accused is son of the informant and 

injured. She deposed on the date of incident she went to the house of her 

paternal uncle (khura) which is present near the house of informant Adhar Roy 

and at the time of returning home at about 12:00 Noon , she saw accused 

Pitambar assaulting his mother on her hand and  injured felling down. Seeing 

the incident, out of fear, she rushed to her house as her minor daughter was 

with her. Monila Roy sustained injury on her hand and she was taken to the 

hospital for treatment. In cross she stated incident was not took place inside 

the house of accused person. It was took place on the path which connect 

house of accused and informant with the village kuchha road. She stated victim 

family consists of four members and she did not hear the conversation if any 

took place between accused with his mother. She stated she had seen when 

accused assaulted his mother. She had seen accused Pitambar Roy at the place 

of occurrence and after the incident he was not present.  

13. PW-5 Ratan Roy deposed he knows informant Adhar Roy, injured Monila 

Roy and accused Pitambar Roy and accused is son of both informant and 

injured. He deposed about 3-4 months back, on the day of incident accused 

Pitambar assaulted his mother Monila Roy and she was taken to the hospital for 

treatment.  He visited the house of informant after the incident and he noticed 

Monila Roy sustained injury on her hand and her hand was fractured. He 

deposed police arrived at the place of occurrence and seized one wooden plank 

and dao and Ext-2 (1) is his signature in Ext-2 seizure list. In cross he stated 

he did not witness the incident and as such he can’t say which instrument was 

used at the time of commission of the offence. He stated he was present at the 

time of seizure of the wooden plank and dao. 

14. PW-6 Manoranjan Roy deposed he knows informant Adhar Roy, injured 

Monila Roy and accused Pitambar Roy. On the day of incident hearing hue and 

cry he came out form his house and saw Monila was lying on road in injured 

condition and her hand broken. On being asked injured told him that her son 

accused Pitambar Roy beaten her with wooden piece. Immediately they called 

Ambulance and sent her to hospital for treatment. Thereafter police arrived and 

seized wooden piece and dao in his presence. He further deposed in seizure list 

Ext-2, Ext-2(2) is his signature. In cross he stated his house is about 500 

meter away from the house of accused Pitambar Roy. At the time of incident he 

was present at his village in the Lakhi Mandir. He stated accused Pitambar living 

separately from his parents and Monila Roy lives with her husband and son 

Pankaj. He stated he did not talk with Pankaj about the incident. He deposed 

he went to the police station with motor cycle and brought police at the place 
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of occurrence. He stated though Ext-2 was not read over to him but police told 

him the content of Ext-2 and he along with another person were present when 

police prepared Ext-2 and taken his signature. He stated he put signature in 

Ext-2 at police station. He denied Monila Roy sustain injury by falling on road; 

sized wooden piece has no connection with the instant case; accused Pitambar 

did not assault his mother.  

15. PW-7 Satyajit Thakuria deposed he knows informant Adhar Roy, injured 

Monila Roy and accused Pitambar Roy. He deposed informant and injured are 

the parents of accused and they live in same compound. He heard that accused 

Pitambar attacked his mother and after the incident when he visited the house 

of informant and victim, he saw the victim and her injury and heard from victim 

that somehow her life was saved from the blow of accused. He deposed he 

knows that prior to this incident, accused chased, misbehaved, assaulted his 

parents and he is very hot tampered, quarrelsome boy and frequently entered 

into quarrel with his parents and other villagers and he did not allow anyone to 

live peacefully.  He deposed he also visited victim when she was in the hospital 

and got to know that accused gave two blows on her hand and her hand was 

fractured and also get one blow on the back side but said blow instead of falling 

on head, fall on her shoulder and sustained injury. He further deposed he heard 

the incident from the victim and she narrated the incident. In cross he stated 

he can’t exactly remember the date of incident. Accused has one brother and 

one married sister and his parents. After the incident he was informed about 

the incident over mobile and at that time he was at Chapar and getting the 

phone call, he immediately rushed to the Chapar hospital and within one hour 

from the incident, he reached Chapar hospital where he met injured and at that 

time she was unable to speak and was unconscious. However, victim able to 

speak after sometime.  He stated he met police on the next day of the incident. 

He denied he did not made statement before the police that accused 

misbehaved, assaulted, chased his parents, other villagers prior to this incident 

also.  

16. PW-8 Suresh Sarma is I.O of the case. He deposed  on 19-04-18 he was 

working as 2nd Officer at Chapar PS. On that day about 05.10 pm, one Pankaj 

Roy came to the Chapar PS and informed O/C Chapar PS that his elder brother 

Pitambar Roy attacked his mother Monila Roy with wooden batam on her right 

hand and fractured her right hand and local people apprehend the accused 

Pitambar Roy and kept him in the village. Accordingly O/C Chapar PS made GD 

entry vide GD entry no. 468 dated 19-04-18 and send him to take the stock of 

the situation. As directed by O/C Chapar PS, he had visited place of occurrence, 

took custody of accused Pitambar Roy, meet injured Monila Roy at the Chapar 
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CHC and give medical requisition for her treatment. He deposed on this 

incident, Adhar Kumar Roy lodged written ejahar on 20-04-18. During 

investigation he had seized one wooden piece of 3 feet length and one dao with 

plastic handle from the place of occurrence, recorded statement of the 

witnesses and after collecting medical report of the injured, he had submitted 

charge sheet against the accused Pitambar Roy u/s 354/307 I.P.C vide Ext-4. 

He deposed the wooden piece and dao with plastic handle shown to him by Ld. 

Addl. P.P are seized by him in connection with the case. MR. Ext-1 is the 

wooden piece and MR Ext-2 is the dao with plastic. In cross he stated he did 

not record statement of Pankaj Roy, who had informed the incident at the 

police station. During investigation it has come to the light that victim Monila 

Roy and accused Pitambar Roy lives separately.  As per sketch map house of 

accused Pitambar Roy is present near the place of occurrence. He stated he did 

not send the seized goods to FSL for chemical examination. He denied he did 

not investigate the case properly and whimsically submitted the charge sheet 

having pre setup mind to submit charge sheet against the accused at any cost.  

17. PW-9 Dr. Amarendra Goswami is Medical Officer. He deposed on 19-04-

18 at about 02.30 pm, he had medically examined Monila Roy vide emergency 

registration number 802/18 under reference Chapar PS case No. 127/18 u/s 

354/307 I.P.C and on examination found- Nature of injury- Fracture shows in 

X Rays there is shafts of both bone (radius and ulna) bone of right forearm; 

Part of the body inflicted-right forearm; Nature of injury- grievous; Type 

of weapon- blunt object. In cross he stated if a person falls the person may 

sustain injury but the injury that sustained by the injured not caused by falling, 

because injured sustained two fracture injury. He stated a person may sustain 

injury of two bone fracture or more if falls from a high rise tree.  

DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASON THERE OF:- 

18. This prosecution case made allegation against the accused that he 

beaten his mother with wooden plank, heavy blunt weapon, fracture her hand 

and he with knowledge that such attack and injury caused to the injured would 

cause her death. The prosecution allegation pointed this is a case where son 

beat his mother, who gave birth to him, brought up him and son cause injury to 

his mother by beating her with wooden plank. It is very unfortunate and bad 

signal to the society and near future and to our next generation. When parents 

are subjected torture by their own children, old aged parent driven out from 

their home by their own children who brought up, nurture, fulfil every need of 

their wards and spent whole life to brought up them and when it is children 

duty to look after their parents, they ignore them, beat them, misbehave them, 

put them in old age home and driven out them from their house built by them 
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and abandoned and story goes on and on the plight of poor parent and this 

news is now read by everyone when one read daily newspaper in the morning. 

Now let me look into the evidence on record to arrive at just decision of the 

case.   

19. PW-1 is the informant of the case, injured is his wife and accused is his 

own son (biological son). It is his evidence, his son accused Pitambar used to 

demand money from them and on the date of incident when he was at Chapar, 

his son Pitambar, accused of this case demanded money from Monila, his wife, 

the mother of the accused and PW-2 Monila, mother refused to give him 

money, his son accused Pitambar assaulted his mother with a wooden plank 

(batam) on her right hand and on her shoulder, resulting her right hand 

fractured. It is the further testimony of PW-1 that his son accused Pitambar for 

last 7/8 years assaulted them (him and his wife). His statement pointed nearby 

people came to his house hearing hue and cry at his house and they held up his 

son accused Pitambar and coming to know about the incident, he reached 

home and took his wife to hospital and his wife undergone operation at 

Bongaigaon Civil hospital and one plate is inserted. Ext-1 is ejahar. Cross 

examination of PW-1 pointed, after marriage of accused, he separated him and 

he provide him cash amount, crops. He narrated incident to writer of the 

ejahar. He denied defence suggestion that accused did not demand money 

from them.   

20. PW-2 Monila Roy is injured of the case. Her statement is that her son 

accused Pitambar has habit of demanding money and on the date of incident 

her son came to her house, made demand for money and when she refused, he 

hit her with wooden plank on her right hand, she shouted, she fell down, 

nearby people came to her house hearing her hue and cry and she was taken 

to hospital, undergone operation and one plate is inserted in her fractured 

hand. She deposed her son Pitambar constantly harass her and this time finding 

no other alternative, they approach police for help. Her cross shown she denied 

defence suggestion that she sustained injury on falling, there was only scuffle. 

Her cross shown her son gave batam (plank) blow on her right hand and back 

and she fell down. She narrated incident to her husband, her sister and her 

sister’s son Jyotish.  

21. PW-3 and PW-4 are independent eye witness of the case. Both the 

witnesses deposed, they witnessed the incident. They deposed accused 

Pitambar assaulted his mother with a wooden piece (plank) and injured was 
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taken to the hospital for treatment and injured suffered fracture injury on her 

hand. It is their evidence when accused hit his mother with wooden plank, she 

fell down. In cross both the PWs deposed they have seen accused assaulting 

his mother and at that time his mother was at home alone.  

22. PW-1 deposed at the time of incident he was not at home and PW-2 

was alone at home. PW-2 is the injured of the case and she deposed she was 

alone at home when her son accused Pitambar came to her home and 

demanded money. PW-3 and PW-4 deposed at the time of incident PW-2 was 

alone at house. Evidence of all the PWs pointed PW-1 and PW-2 have 3 children 

including accused and their daughter is married and other son namely Pankaj 

was not at home when incident was took place.  

23. PW-5 and PW-6 are seizure witness and their piece of evidence is that in 

their presence police seized one daw and wooden plank. Ext-2 is the seizure list 

and Ext-2(1) is the signature of PW-5 and Ext-2(2) is the signature of PW-6. 

Both the witness deposed seizure list was read over to them when police took 

their signature. PW-8 is the I/O of the case and he deposed he seized wooden 

plank and dao from the place of occurrence on being produced by Adhar Roy 

(PW-1), the informant of the case. 

24. PW-2 injured of the case deposed her son accused Pitambar assaulted 

her by a wooden batam (plank). PW-1 informant deposed her son attacked his 

wife PW-2 with a wooden plank. PW-9 is the MO of the case. He deposed 

nature of the weapon is blunt object. Wooden plank is a blunt object. Medical 

report of the injured shown fracture shows in X-Rays; there is shafts of both 

bone (radius and ulna) bone of right forearm; part of the body inflicted- right 

forearm; type of weapon- blunt and injury is grievous in nature. PW-2 injured 

deposed she sustained fracture injury on her hand and she was hit with a 

wooden plank by accused. PW-1, PW-3, PW-4, PW-5, PW-6 and PW-7 deposed 

PW-2 sustained fracture on right hand and accused hit her with wooden plank. 

Cross examination of PW-6 reveal he reach place of occurrence hearing hue 

and cry at the place of occurrence that is in the house of PW-1. PW-2 the 

injured of the case deposed she shouted when her son accused Pitambar 

assaulted her on her hand and back with wooden plank and nearby people 

came to her house. This piece of statement is also made by PW-1 that nearby 

people reach his house hearing cry of his wife and PW-6 reached place of 

occurrence hearing hue and cry at the place of occurrence. PW-6 heard incident 

from injured of the case and he deposed before the court what he had seen 
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with his own eye, what he heard from the injured of the case, whatever 

happened in his presence. Therefore, his piece of evidence is primary evidence. 

PW-6 heard incident from the injured of the case. Testimony of PW-5 and PW-6 

proved the seizure of the wooden batam by PW-8 that was used by the accused 

Pitambar to assault his mother. The nature of weapon stated by M.O is 

corroborated by statement of PW-1, PW-2, PW-3 and PW-4 and wooden plank 

is hard blunt object. 

25. PW-2 is not only the injured of the case. She is the mother of the 

accused. Mother heart is so big and it is quite unimaginable that she will falsely 

implicate her own son whom she gave birth and brought up him. Mother live 

peacefully and happily when her children are in good health, they all in good 

condition. A mother stay in peace, live happily when her family is happy and 

when mother comes out and speak against her own son, it is quite imaginable 

the pain, trauma, insult suffered by the mother that compelled her to speak 

against her child whom she gave birth after carrying said child for 9 months in 

her womb, nurtured him, brought up and this is also painful for her. Here PW-2 

deposed accused often came to demand money and subjected torture on them. 

PW-1 speak in same line. PW-2 deposed this time finding no other way, they 

took help of police.  

26. PW-7 is an independent witness and he deposed accused Pitambar 

misbehaved his parents, assaulted them and this is not the first time. Torture 

meted to parent of accused by accused is also stated by an independent 

witness. During cross examination nothing elicited from them to discard their 

piece of evidence and it is only one piece of evidence that is coming out against 

the accused that he on the date of incident assaulted PW-2, his mother by a 

wooden plank and prior to this incident also he misbehaved his parent, 

assaulted them, made demand of money. This show one point that he 

subjected cruelty with his parent, ill-treat them and on the date of incident, he 

by hitting his mother on her right hand and back with a wooden plank fractured 

her hand. The accused voluntarily caused fracture injury of his mother by using 

wooden plank which is a blunt object. The cross examination of the injured also 

pointed that accused Pitambar fight with his mother. Defence put suggestion to 

Pw-2 that during scuffle between her son and her she sustained injury and this 

again proved the prosecution allegation that accused fight with his mother and 

it is the accused who had voluntarily caused injury on PW-2. The nature of the 

injury sustained by the injured is grievous in nature and same is caused by 
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blunt object. The essential ingredients of the offence under section 325 IPC 

are:- i) Accused voluntarily caused hurt; ii) Hurt was grievous within the 

meaning of section 320 IPC. Here the prosecution fairly able to bring home the 

ingredient of section 325 I.P.C beyond all reasonable doubt and I find accused 

Pitambar Ray is guilty of committing offence punishable u/s 325 I.P.C and 

accordingly accused Pitambar Ray is convicted u/s 325 I.P.C.  

27. The essential ingredients of the offence under section 307 IPC are as 

follows- 

1. The accused did some act; 

2. Such act was done with intention or knowledge that hurt was likely 

to be caused to the victim by the act.  

In State of Maharashtra Vs. Kashirao (2003) 10 SCC 464, Hon’ble Apex Court 

opined the following ingredients: 

i. That the death of a human being was attempted; 

ii. That such death was attempted to be caused by, or in 

consequences of the act of the accused; and 

iii. That such act was done with the intention of causing death; or 

that it was done with the intention of causing such bodily injury 

as; (a) the accused knew to be likely to cause death; or (b) was 

sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death, or that 

the accused attempted to cause death by doing an act known to 

him to be so imminently dangerous that it must in all probability 

cause (a) death, or (b)such bodily injury as is likely to cause 

death, the accused having no excuse for incurring the risk of 

causing such death or injury 

28. PW-2 sustained fracture in shaft of both bone radius and ulna bone of 

right forearm. PW-2 injured stated accused Pitambar hit her on her back and 

right hand and she fell down and her right hand fractured. Accused did not give 

blow on the vital parts of the injured. He did not hit PW-2 on her head so to 

cause brain haemorrhage or any other vital injury on her body. The facts shows 

accused made demand of money and when PW-2 his mother refused to pay, 

accused hit her back and hand with one wooden plank. PW-2 did not state that 

intention of her son was to take her life. She stated her son often made 

demand of money and beaten them but she did not say that he hit her with 

intent to kill her. The injury sustained by PW-2, the blow on the part of the 
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body of PW-2, weapon used to hit PW-2, pointed this is not a case falling within 

the ambit of section 307 IPC.   

29. Going through the evidence on record, it does not satisfied the essential 

ingredients of section 307 I.P.C to hold accused person guilty of the 

commission of the offence punishable u/s 307 I.P.C. and accordingly accused 

Pitambar Ray is acquitted from the charge of section 307 I.P.C.  

30. Considering the facts and circumstances of the case, where accused ill-

treat his mother, when mother is not save in the hand of her own son, victim at 

her own home, son assault his mother who does not have any respect, honour 

to his mother, said son does not deserve any leniency from the court. The word 

‘Mother’ has great meaning and if one does not have any respect to his mother, 

and can ill-treat his mother; forget all rule of honour, said son does not entitle 

any benefit of section 360 Cr.P.C and Probation of Offender Act and therefore, 

benefit under the said benevolent provision of law not extended in favour of the 

convicted accused person Accordingly I have heard accused on the point of 

sentence. 

HEARING OF THE ACCUSED ON THE POINT OF SENTENCE 

31. Convicted accused Pitambar Ray is heard on the point of sentence and 

his plea of sentence is reduced into writing in a separate sheet and keep with 

case record.  

32. I heard Ld. defence counsel as well Ld. Addl. PP for the state on the 

point of sentence. Ld. Addl. P.P submits that considering the nature of the 

offence court may imposed the punishment according to law.   

33. Ld. defence counsel prays for leniency considering the fact that accused 

has children and wife to look after. Convicted accused submitted he has wife 

and children to look after.  

34. After hearing the counsel for both sides and accused Pitambar Ray on 

the point of sentence and taking all the fact and circumstances of this case, 

when son beat his mother for money and aged parents is not safe in the hands 

of their own child, I find that convicted accused does not deserved leniency. So, 

to send message to like-minded people and to make safety of the aged parents 

in the hand of their children at their own home, convicted accused Pitambar 

Ray is sentenced to  undergo rigorous imprisonment for 30 months and to pay 

fine of Rs. 5,000/- i/d another 3 month S.I u/s 325 I.P.C.  
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ORDER 

35. Prosecution fairly able to bring home the charge u/s 325 I.P.C against 

the accused Pitambar Ray beyond all reasonable doubt.  Accordingly accused 

Pitambar Ray is convicted u/s 325 I.P.C. Accused Pitambar Ray is acquitted 

from the charge of section 307 I.P.C. 

36. Convicted accused Pitambar Ray is sentenced to undergo rigorous 

imprisonment for 30 months and to pay fine of Rs. 5,000/- i/d another 3 month 

S.I u/s 325 I.P.C.  

37. The period of detention already undergone by the convict accused shall 

be set off against the period of imprisonment.  

38. Let furnish free copy of Judgment to convicted accused person. 

39. The convicted accused persons are told that he has right to appeal 

against the judgment and order of this court before Hon’ble High court through 

the jail authority or independently of his own. Convicted accused is further 

informed that he is entitled free legal aid to prefer appeal before the Hon’ble 

High court.  

40. Send copy of judgment to learned District Magistrate Dhubri u/s 365 

Cr.P.C. 

41. Seized goods vide Ext-2 be disposed of in accordance with law in due 

course of time. 

42. Send back the GR case record to the learned committal Court with a 

copy of the judgment. 

43. Given under hand and seal of this Court on this   25th day of April, 2019 

at Bilasipara, Dist- Dhubri. 

 

 

             (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

                       Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

  Dictated and Corrected by me, 

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

 Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Typed by, 

Swmkhwr Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III.  
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APPENDIX 

 

PROSECUTION WITNESS:- 

PW-1 Adhar Roy,  

PW-2 Monila Roy (Injured),  

PW-3 Rina Roy,  

PW-4 Jotila Adhikary,  

PW-5 Ratan Roy,  

PW-6 Manoranjan Roy,  

PW-7 Satyajit Thakuria, 

 PW-8 SI Suresh Sarma (I.O) and  

PW-9 Dr. Amarendra Goswami ( M.O).  

 

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:- 

Ext-1 Ejahar,  

Ext-2 Seizure list,  

Ext-3 Sketch Map,  

Ext-4 Charge sheet and  

Ext-5 Medical report. 

 

DEFENCE WITNESS :- NIL 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT WITNESS :- NIL 

COURT EXHIBITS :- NIL 

 

(Smti S. Bhuyan) 

Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 


